Rapid lump examination (RLE) - a new tool for Mohs surgery?
"Micrographic surgery" spares tissue and results in fewer recurrences. Various techniques have been described using paraffin-embedded and cryostat sections or even optical sections from ex vivo confocal laser scanning microscopy. The presented technique is the rapid direct microscopy of the surface of a specimen (lump) for a pathological examination (RLE). Fresh surgical tissue was stained first without sectioning and then was examined directly under microscope. A 95 sec staining protocol for basal cell carcinoma (BCC) was established. 129 specimens were examined using a digital microscope and 78 specimens using a stereo microscope. RLE had a high diagnostic accuracy compared to paraffin-embedded H&E-stained sections. Sensitivity and specificity of RLE was 91 % and 90 % for the digital and 90 % and 94 % for the stereo microscope. In addition we developed a 7 min RLE-immunohistology protocol using the BerEp4-antibody. RLE is a simple and accurate technique for fresh tissue examination. Here, the technique has been established for BCC but the principle may also be transferred to histological bedside diagnosis of other tumors. The technique does not alter or destroy tissue, so that after RLE was done subsequent conventional histology is still possible. RLE might yield a time- and cost-saving diagnosis in micrographic surgery.